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✓ A modern fantasy about the university hospital drama of "Selfish,"
a physical therapist growing through a level-up system.
✓ It is an adaptation of the original novel of the same name that
describes the actual theory and background of a physical therapist.
✓ A touching narrative that treats patients with their own

circumstances, but a conspiracy force in the company surrounding
the main character.
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01 Logline

“Jean Grnier, an old man, said. in each of their lives,

especially at the dawn of their lives,
There's a moment that determines
everything.”

The center that was opened with confidence is going to fail
I broke up with my girlfriend from high school

The protagonist who didn't have anything going well,
A real miracle has come.

Selfish in the falling starlight,
All of a sudden, you're starting to see
your abilities in the stats?
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02 Synopsis

A man who had nothing but confidence,

loses everything.
Self-centered physical therapist who set up the center with

confidence in his treatment skills. The miracle of lamenting the
fly-only center is that even Cha Ji, the only girlfriend he had, is
taken away by a high school classmate named Myung Seok-han.

The magical miracle that came to him
A magical event occurs in his life, where he can only sigh. The light in the
sky, which used to look like a shooting star, suddenly flew to a miracle and
was able to use a mysterious power...
From hands to appearance, the miracle of having the "level-up system"
ability to see abilities at a glance will be able to treat patients who could
not be treated before.
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02 Synopsis

Joined Myungsung Hospital,
but it's notgoing well…
The miracle of knowing the value of one's limitations and future
growth through the 'level-up system' ability, decides to move toward

one's forgotten dream.
His first start was to join Myungsung Hospital, the nation's top
physical therapy hospital, and start a new life as a deputy team
leader in the department of rehabilitation.
However, in the midst of an invisible conflict in the hospital, hospital
life is not smooth.
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03 Character Introduction

Lee Ki-jeok
Deputy Team Leader of the
Rehabilitation and Treatment
Division 3 at Myungsung Hospital
It was full of pride and laziness,

One day, he realizes his shortcomings and true value as a
physical therapist with his "level-up system" ability that he flies
like a shooting star, and strives for treatment that understands
and cares for patients, not cramming treatment.
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03 Character Introduction

Myung Seok-han
Doctor of Rehabilitation Medicine
A man of noble appearance as a schoolmate of a miracle.

The son of Myung Myung-jin, the head of Myungsung Hospital,
will join Myungsung Hospital after graduating from Korea
University's top medical school.
He wants to take everything away from Miracle with an
inferiority complex when he sees Miracle dating the author he

liked since high school.
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03 Character Introduction

Jeong Su-jeong
An intern therapist at Myungsung Hospital
Jung Soo-jung, an intern therapist at Myungsung Hospital, has a

pure liking for Miracle as she receives various help and support.
My nose turns red when it's cold.
Looking at the appearance and passion of miracles as a physical
therapist, they develop closer and closer to miracles.
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03 Character Introduction

Cha Ji-eun

Myoung Ui-jin

Ju Ho-sik

Ki Jeok's ex-girlfriend

The head of
Myungsung Hospital

Director of Rehabilitation
and Medical Treatment at
Myungsung Hospital

Cha Ji-eun, who is also a high

Myung Seok-han's father and

He always has a hard face, but

school friend of Miracle and

hospital director at Myungsung

he does things right and is fair

rival Seok-han, is a lover who

Hospital. He manages the

to everyone. He doesn't have

has met Miracle for 10 years. For

hospital with fairness and cool-

enemies in the hospital, but he

some reason, I go out with

headedness, paying attention to

doesn't even make his side.

Seokhan as soon as I break up

his ability, not his background

with Miracle.

or faction. Keep an eye on
miracles.
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03 Character Introduction

Park Young-kyu

Kang Dong-ho

Im Soo-young

Director of Rehabilitation
Treatment at Myungsung
Hospital

Deputy Team Leader of the
Rehabilitation Medical Division
2 at Myungsung Hospital

A physical therapist at
Myungsung Hospital

He struggles with in-house

He actively confronts Lim Soo-

He does everything for success.

politics to expand his power in

young, but he gets angry when

Some kind of relationship with

the hospital. In order to make

it doesn't happen. After noticing

Park Young-kyu demands that

Lim Soo-young his own person,

the relationship between Lim

he promote himself.

he tries to kick out selfishly from

Soo-young and Park Young-kyu,

the position of vice team leader.

he plans to threaten them.
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04 Character Relationship Diagram
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05 Background Introduction

Myungsung
Hospital
Myungsung
Hospital special
treatment room

Myungsung
Hospital lobby

It suggests that Myungsung Hospital is a hospital with high asylum
in Korea and boasts a large scale in terms of size and facilities.
Most active as a physical therapist and most of the work takes place
in the hospital. Considering that the background is modern, the
background design is as realistic as possible.
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06 Killing Point

Level up through quests!

Hope for the patients, exercise

Knowledge isn't the only thing you

miracle medicine!

need for treatment?

A young man who was diagnosed with incurable diseases while

In order to gain experience and level up, simply raising
knowledge is not the best thing. From the reputation of the
hospital to the personality of diagnosing patients are included
in the quest, and it is not an illusion that the appearance is
gradually increasing.

traveling to various hospitals, and a girl whose dream is to perform

ballet in front of her parents.
Miracles that grow day by day through the level-up system treat
patients through miracles, insights, and treatments.
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